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NEWSLETTER No. 3 : 2014 – 2015 

It is very hard to believe we are only a few weeks away from the start of our new season.  Time flies when you are 

busy and it has certainly been a very busy time for George, David and their teams.  I am pleased to keep you updated 

on our progress including a number of improvements which I am confident will make our days even more enjoyable in 

the new season.  
 

RIPLEY CASTLE : NIDD : HOB GREEN & CAYTON 2014-2015 
The rearing field has proved quite testing for David and his team, however with the help and advice of our Vet we have 

come through without any major disasters.  All our poults will be released before the end of July.   

The peculiar weather conditions have proved a problem for some of our wild bird cover crops.  Everything is now 

sorted but as with the rearing field it has been a testing time for David and his staff.   The next challenge is the ever 

increasing number of foxes, in June alone we shot 16.  No sooner do we think we have cleared an area than more turn 

up.  Once the crops are harvested we will be able to have a concentrated purge on them.  
 

EAGLE HALL & ASHFOLD SIDE : 2014-2015  
Much of the time George and his staff have spent repairing the tracks which were damaged by last season’s relentless 

rain.  The wild game cover has in the main grown well, however one or two areas had to be replanted.  Everything 

should now be in place for the season.  
 

HARDCASTLE & HEATHFIELD MOORS : 2014  
On Hardcastle Moor with the financial assistance of my landlords Mountgarret Estates, we have made further 

improvement to the track to the lunch hut.  It really is up to “Moorland Motorway” standards so please drive slowly as 

you may soon find yourself in a ditch! 

We have also given the Shoot Box a good clean out.  The only major change to the grouse butts are new permanent 

safety frames George has installed to try and prevent swinging through.  These frames are in the form of a curved black 

water pipe positioned at the sides of each butt.  Just in case anyone is not comfortable with these new frames there are 

sticks stored at the side of each butt which you can position as an additional safety measure.  

When shooting the bottom butts on Heathfield Moor, Merryfield Down and Merryfield Across you will recall we have 

lost a number of packs onto the bottom end of Hardcastle.  In order to outwit these birds, as if we think we can ever 

outwit our grouse!  We have made a line of temporary butts.  If successful we will apply to Natural England to erect a 

permanent line of butts.  

As we did not experience a hard winter, having left a fit young stock we decided to administer medicated grit across 

both Moors.  This has certainly helped to combat a worm attack with the birds looking very fit as they started the 

nesting period.  Our spring pair’s count showed slightly more stock than we thought but unfortunately due to the snow 

covering last year making a count impossible, we have little to compare it with.  We have observed a good stock of 

chicks but brood sizes vary considerably from one to two up to nine or ten.  Our count over pointers at the end of July 

will give us a much better idea of what we have.  George is reasonably optimistic about the season which he feels 

should be as good as if not slightly better than last season. Unless I advise different we plan to shoot all our scheduled 

grouse and mixed grouse and partridge days.  However as always nothing is ever certain with grouse, so we should 

always be ready for any surprises.  
 

SHOOT YARD AT RIPLEY CASTLE  
For some time I have felt the old green shed has been literally on its last legs  We have also experienced problems with 

our marquee in strong winds and torrential rain.  So the time has come to make some significant overall improvements 

to our facilities in the Shoot Yard.  We have purchased three cabin type units to replace the old green shed.  One cabin 

has been fitted out with a dining area, one with a kitchen and storage and the third unit for gun cleaning and storage. 

The dining unit also has a decking veranda which we will use for our “al fresco” dining under parasols when the 

weather is fine, in place of our marquee.  When it rains we will use the cabin.  This unit will also be used on all our 

Keepers Days when we will provide a snack lunch of sandwiches, pork pies and soup together with drinks, so you now 

no longer need to bring a packed lunch on Keepers Days at Ripley Castle.  
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WHAT HAPPENS ON A SHOOT DAY: 2014-2015  
I feel it is increasingly important, as every Shoot is different, for anyone new to our Shoot that they should have an idea 

of what to expect and what is expected of them on a shoot day.  This new brochure details the many changes and 

improvements we have made to ensure the success and safety on every shoot day.   In addition to maps and information 

on where we meet, which can vary from day to day dependant on the time of the season, it includes details of the hotels 

available in our area together with information on insurance and our website.  However the most important information 

is my various “Risk Assessments”.  I would request that everyone who shoots with us has sight of this brochure and 

particularly the “Risk Assessments”.  Further copies are available from my secretary Lynda on 01423 320208 or e-mail 

info@ripleycastleshoot.co.uk 
 

PERSONAL, PRODUCT LIABILITY AND SHOOT CANCELLATION INSURANCE  
I was somewhat shocked last season to read that following a survey of driven game shots 30% admitted to having no 

Personal Liability Insurance.  I sincerely do hope that this statistic did not apply to anyone shooting with us.  Compared 

to the cost of a shoot day the cost of insurance is negligible.  The excellent value Triple Barrelled Cover insurance 

package offered through GunsOnPegs is detailed on pages 12 and 13 of “What Happens on a Shoot Day” and on our 

website www.ripleycastleshoot.com.  Together with Personal Liability Insurance, Cancellation Insurance is just as 

important, as if a day is cancelled due to bad weather or any acceptable reason, the full cost of the shoot day still 

stands.  Please do not delay and apply for cover now  
 

EXCLUSIVE MEMBERSHIP 
This continues to be well received and is detailed on pages 14 and 15 of “What Happens on a Shoot Day” and on our 

website www.ripleycastleshoot.com  Just to remind you, providing you have spent £2,500 or more before VAT on 

shoot fees during the season you become an Exclusive Member and will receive a number of benefits together with a 

plastic Exclusive Membership card.  I plan to increase benefits in the future and would welcome any suggestions as to 

how this may be achieved.  
 
 

A FEW ITEMS TO REMEMBER BEFORE THE START OF THE SEASON 

FINAL CHECK OF YOUR KIT BEFORE THE START THE SEASON  
A reminder to check that your guns and equipment are ready for the new season.  The “Last Minute Check List” loose 

insert with each copy of “What Happens on a Shoot Day” may well assist with this.  You may think your guns are fine 

until they let you down on a shoot day.  It is a small cost to have them serviced but as everyone may be arranging this 

at present, I suggest you do not delay.  It is also worth bringing a spare gun on any shoot day.  

For gun servicing I recommend Steve Baren at The  Yorkshire Gun  Room, a few minutes’ drive from Ripley. 

Steve can be contacted on 01765 620602 or 07885 253659  

The last minute check list also details a number of items we always seem to forget to take with us on a shoot day and 

then regret not having them with us. On the reverse of the list is a Shoot Planner for the new season.  
 

INSTRUCTORS AND LOADERS  
We are fortunate in having available the services of a number of experienced clay pigeon and driven game shooting 

loader/instructors. No matter how experienced a shot may be, having an instructor for the day soon rectifies all the bad 

habits - shooting ones -  which we seem to perfect without too much of a problem!  Having an instructor is a necessity 

for a novice game shot and even for an experienced shot an instructor can make quite a difference to your performance.   
 

The minimum cost of an instructor/loader for the day is £90 which should be paid direct by the gun/host.  This service 

is now very popular so as much prior notice as possible would be appreciated.  If you do not require instruction, a 

loader is always useful to look after you for the day.  If you bring your dog, having a loader gives you more time to 

work it at the end of a drive.  
 

SHOTGUN HIRE 
The law states that anyone may use a shotgun without a UK Shotgun Certificate or Visitors Permit provided it is in the 

presence of the owner who has the serial number registered on his Shotgun Certificate or Visitors Permit and the 

required insurance cover is in place.  Shotguns are available for hire, provided notice is given, from our 

instructor/loaders at £50 per day.  Knowledge of height and if he or she is left or right handed would help in selecting 

the most ideal shotgun available.  
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FOUR WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE COURTESY VEHICLE  
As more and more guns are travelling some distance to shoot with us, we now have available on each Shoot  a new 

long wheel base Land Rover Station Wagon with a driver which will seat up to five people comfortably.  Each vehicle 

is available at no cost to the guns or their guests, however prior booking is recommended to ensure space is available.  

If you are bringing your dog, notice is required in order to fit a transport kennel in the vehicle. 
 

SHOTGUN CERTIFICATE AND PROOF OF LIABILITY INSURANCE  
You must have in your possession on all shoot days a valid UK Shotgun Certificate or UK Visitors Permit, with the 

serial numbers of the shotguns you are using entered on the Shotgun Certificate or Visitors Permit together with proof 

of Personal Liability insurance.  
 

CARTRIDGES 
I have decided to stay with Express as they seem to offer most of what we require in a cartridge.  Felt or fibre wads 

only please, no plastic wads and nothing heavier than 32 gram No.4 at Ripley Castle and Eagle Hall & Ashfold Side 

and 32 gram No. 5 on the Moors.  There will always be suitable 12 and 20 bore cartridges available for purchase on all 

shoot days.  Non-toxic cartridges in 12 and 20 bore will also be available for purchase when we shoot duck and geese.  

For bulk purchases please contact me.  
 

INSECT REPELLENT 
There is every possibility that this warm humid weather, which is ideal for midges, will continue well into the season.  

I would therefore strongly recommend you always have some insect repellent with you.  It will be essential on the 

Moor and at Eagle Hall & Ashfold Side and possibly this season we may even need some at Ripley Castle.  
 

TICKS  
The weather conditions this spring have been  ideal for ticks.  I therefore strongly recommend you treat your dogs prior 

to a visit to any shoot or moor.  I have discussed this with my Vet who recommends “Bravector” which is a pill giving 

three month’s protection.  There is also a very effective spot on “Advantix” however it can be very toxic to cats.  

“Frontline” is supposed to work but may not be as effective.  Tick bites can be very dangerous to humans so it is also 

important to check you have not acquired any unwelcome friends.  It is also worthwhile spraying your clothes at the 

start of the day to avoid attracting any type of insect.  
 

WEBSITE: www.ripleycastleshoot.com  

We are receiving an ever increasing number of visitors to our website, which now includes over 140 pages. 

In order to access our days even easier our Shoot Availability and Booking Forms are now iPhone and Android 

compatible so wherever you are, you can always check availability and make a booking.   

For those of you who have not already visited the site, please do so as I would welcome any suggestions as to how this 

may be improved.  It is particularly useful for an update on the availability of days.  

New this Season 

We now offer  “For Sale” and “Wanted” pages.  These are ideal when looking to buy or sell a puppy or if you wish to 

buy or sell a gun without going through a dealer.  Please contact my secretary Lynda on 01423 320208 or e-mail 

info@ripleycastleshoot.co.uk with full details and possibly a photograph.  
 

REMAINING SHOOT DAYS 
I am pleased to enclose a list of our remaining days.  Although there has been an excellent take up of days there are 

still a good variety of days remaining.  There are also a number of days which have only recently come available and 

were not included on previous lists.  If you have not already booked all your days I do hope there may be something 

workable for you.  You can always visit our website www.ripleycastleshoot.com for further information on available 

days which as previously stated is updated daily and is iPhone and Android compatible.  
 

NOVICE/FAMILY DAY 
As our Novice & Practice Days in September have been well supported, I have decided to field a similar day later in 

the season when there will be the opportunity to shoot pheasant as well as partridge.  The order of the day will be a few 

non-competitive clays to start the day, weather permitting, followed by four drives which should produce 

approximately 200 birds.  Refreshments will be available through the day with a late lunch in The Boar’s Head Hotel. 

Clays + 200 bird / 10 gun day.  Instructor/loaders are available plus shotgun hire by prior arrangement. 

Date: Saturday 20
th
 December 2014  
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LADIES DAYS  
I have recently found a significant increase in the number of enquiries for Ladies Only Days.  I have therefore now 

included a further Ladies Day on Tuesday 9
th
 December 2014 at Ripley Castle in addition to the day on Tuesday 7

th
 

October.  
 

FULL EXCLUSIVE DAYS 
If you would like to take a day Exclusive to you and your friends or for a Roving Syndicate or Corporate Entertainment 

any day in our list of remaining days where no guns have been taken can become your day.  The target bag from 200 to 

350 birds, number of guns, types of drive and mix of birds are up to you and would be agreed prior to the day.  I would 

always aim to exceed the target bag by 10% at no additional cost. 
 

CONFIRMATION OF BOOKING AND FINAL INVOICE  
I would very much like to thank those of you who have already booked your days and paid your shoot fees so far.  

Your support as always is much appreciated. I now enclose a further copy of your Confirmation of Booking detailing 

my understanding of the days you have booked. Could you please check this and should I have made any errors please 

advise me as soon as ever possible.  Also detailed on the Confirmation of Booking is an acknowledgment of all your 

payments made so far.  There are a few outstanding invoices and for those concerned I would appreciate these being 

paid without delay. 

Finally I enclose an invoice to cover the final instalment of your shoot fees, however I would stress that this is not due 

for payment until 1st August.   
 

GAME SALES TO MARKS & SPENCER  
Finally some very good news.  When you visit M & S this season the pheasant and partridge on the shelves is more 

than likely to have been shot on our Shoot.  The dead game from Ripley Castle is supplied to Yorkshire Game at 

Richmond.  The Shoot at Ripley Castle was given a very thorough inspection by a representative of the Game and 

Wildlife Conservation Trust GWCT on behalf of M & S and Yorkshire Game, which David and his team passed with 

flying colours.  So we are now an approved supplier to Marks &  Spencer.  

Unfortunately only 3 out of 10 birds supplied to Yorkshire Game in the past have been up to M & S standards once 

processed.  Bruising and skin damage being a major problem.  For this reason please handle the birds carefully – do not 

throw them around!  It is positive moves like this which will sustain our sport for the future.  

All our game at Eagle Hall & Ashfold Side and from the Moors is sold to Jason Drewery who processes and sells the 

game locally. 
 

DRESSED GAME ON EVERY SHOOT DAY  
This season a brace of dressed game will be given to the guns on every day including Keepers Days except on grouse 

days when they will be in feather. These birds will have been processed by Jason thus ensuring everyone receives game 

shot on our Shoot.  Further quantities are always available preferably with one week’s notice. 

In addition to the dressed game there will be a stock of frozen pheasant, partridge and duck available from David at 

Ripley Castle.  These are available without a prior order but remember these are frozen not chilled as the birds given to 

the guns on each shoot day.  
 

CLA GAME FAIR 2015   
It has been announced that next year’s CLA Game Fair will at last return to Harewood House.  The dates are slightly 

later than normal, Friday 31
st
 July to Sunday 2

nd
 August.  I have not as yet decided what the Shoot will arrange but do 

hope to put on something a little different.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Following “Le Tour” now that the whole world knows about our stunning North Yorkshire countryside and our very 

friendly natives! I do hope you will be able to get to us through the forecast throngs of visitors! 

I look forward to seeing you all in our new season when we can forget the world’s many problems and enjoy some 

memorable shooting with The Ripley Castle Shoot in the stunning scenery of North Yorkshire.  I only hope for drier 

conditions than last season, however as always we will face what is presented to us and carry on regardless.  


